142000S01 ELEVATORS - Telephone

Furnish and install an elevator telephone in every elevator, installed or renovated, which has the
following features and meets the following specifications.
1.

FEATURES
1. Hands-Free
2. Vandal Resistant
3. Touch-Tone Dialing
4. Provide communications from each elevator in which installed to the UK Facilities Dispatcher
2. SPECIFICATIONS
Units shall be:
1. As designed and manufactured by Ramtel Corporation model RR833-OEM.
2. Preset to dial #3-9545 but shall be field programmable using dip switches. If not on a University
of Kentucky line it shall be programmed to dial 323-9545
3. Send a signal over the telephone lines identifying which unit has been tripped and display the
remote unit number on a Digital Display unit.
4. Be equipped with a disconnect module which will disconnect a call (either from the outside or a
call initiating from the remote unit) after a preset time.
5. Be shipped with a three (3) minute disconnect time but shall be field programmable from thirty
(30) seconds to five (5) minutes.
6. Be equipped with a dial answer option to establish communications between the remote unit and
the base phone location.
3. GENERAL
1. The device shall consist of a single pushbutton automatic-dialer with appropriate indicator lights
and all other essential features necessary to comply with ADA.
2. The communication device shall be as manufactured by Ramtel to match the existing
elevator emergency communication system including remote location indicator and other
existing features now in use.
3. The emergency phone shall be model RR833-OEM and be mounted flush on the back of a
hinged door at the bottom portion of the in-car control panel and locked with a barrel key
#EX513.
4. The face plate shall have, including but not necessarily limited to:
EMERGENCY PHONE
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
(UK logo - Contact UK Public Relations for most recent logo updates)
Other information and instructions on the faceplate are as provided by the Ramtel communication
device.
5. A stand-alone flush box-type device is not to be used without approval of the Owner.

Note:

Emergency phones on the campus grounds at selected locations may be added to and
annunciate on the Digital Display system.
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